Abstract-A library called HIO has been developed for largescale multi-physics simulations, based on the UDM library [10] . The goal of the library is to provide sustainable, interoperable, efficient, scalable, and convenient tools for parallel IO and data management for high-level data structures in applications, and to provide tools for the connection between applications. The high-level data structures include one-and multi-dimensional arrays, structured meshes, unstructured meshes, and the meshes generated through adaptive mesh refinement. The IO mechanism can be collective and non-collective. The data objects suitable for the library could be either large or small data sets. Even for small data sets, the IO performance is close to one of MPI-IO performance.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel IO and scientific data management have played an important role since the beginning of large scale scientific computing, and are getting more important due to the increase of the scale of the computing. Existing products, which have partially addressed the issue, include HDF5 [1, 2] , SAF [3] , CGNS [4, 5, 6] , NetCDF [7, 8] , Silo [9] , UDM [10] , and others. Each of the existing products has certain advantages and disadvantages. Some of the products have good functionalities for unstructured meshes, but they either don't have capabilities for running on parallel computer environments or lack for a good parallel I/O performance. Some of them are designed for parallel environments, but do not have the capabilities to deal with unstructured meshes, or they get only a fraction of MPI I/O performance. Some have good IO performance but lack the functionality to query data sets for their relationship. Some have a decent IO performance for large data sets, while they failed to deliver the similar performance for small data sets.
In this paper, we will report the functionality and usage of the HIO library. The library is for parallel IO and data management of high-level data structures used in numerical simulations. It has been developed under Department of Energy (DoE) Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) program for ASC code projects. The HIO library is the further development of the UDM library [10] , which provides sustainable, interoperable, efficient, scalable, and convenient tools for parallel IO and data management for high-level data structures in applications. In the DoE community, such as national laboratories, data files generated in one code project often have to be used in another code project as inputs. The HIO library provides a parallel tool for such connections. The HIO library writes simulation data to a single file on parallel computer environments as shown in Fig.1 . It consists of functionalities for IO and data management for high-level data structures encountered in numerical simulations on parallel computer environments. The library is built on the top of MPI I/O, and its I/O performance is almost the same as MPI I/O. To our knowledge, the functionality and performance of the library are superior to existing products.
In this paper, we will report the library, and its main usages.
In Section II, we will present the main functionalities of the library. The usage of the library will be demonstrated in Section III. The IO performance of the library will be discussed in Section IV, and in the final section we will discuss some of our future plans.
II. FUNCTIONALITY OF THE HIO LIBRARY
The HIO library provides IO and data management tools for single and multi-dimensional arrays, structured meshes, unstructured meshes, and the mesh generated through adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) in numerical simulations on parallel computer environments. It also provides a hierarchical data structure within a data file. The files generated through the library are self-described.
A. Functionality for Arrays
The HIO library provides IO tools for single and multidimensional arrays used in numerical simulations. It supports arrays with any number of dimensions. Since simulations on parallel environments often involves ghost elements, the library also supports ghost elements. Through the library, values of an array on both real elements and ghost elements may be written into data files. If instructed, only real values can be written into a file.
To get the highest possible IO performance on parallel computer environments, the library writes a multidimensional array on each computer processor contiguously on a disk. To keep the logical view of the multi-dimensional array for users, the library also writes the description of the array into the file, such as the size and offset in each dimension on each processor. Therefore, users get the best possible IO performance and the logical structure for each multi-dimensional array. To illustrate the layout of a multi-dimensional array on a disk, we take an example of a two-dimensional array distributed among four processors. As indicated in Fig.2 , the data on each processor are contiguously written onto a disk file. This layout of the array on the disk lacks the global structure of the two-dimensional array. Therefore, the HIO library also stores additional information besides the array, which is called metadata. The metadata together with the data uniquely determine the global structure of the array. The metadata, together with all other possible metadata, will be written into the file when the file is closed. Therefore almost there is no additional cost to store the metadata. To avoid unnecessary metadata, all the arrays with a same processor configuration share the same metadata in a file. For the treatment of ghost elements, Figure 3 illustrates an example, where each processor owns a 4x4 twodimensional, but only a part of the array, 2x2, contains real data, as shown in the parts painted with colors. Other data on each processor are ghost data shown in the white. Although the ghost data are copied from real data during simulations, the ghost data are not necessarily the same as real data when the data are written into a file since ghost data may not be updated in simulations when the data are written into files. Through the library both real and ghost data may be written into a file. Furthermore, each processor may have different layers of ghost elements due to possibly different physics problems each processor is solving or different numerical algorithms used in different processors. Due to the capability to handle ghost elements, users don't have to make memory copies before writing arrays to files.
After an array is written into a file, users may query any part of data including ghost elements. For example, if a user specifies offsets and sizes in all dimensions, and if the user also requests a layer of ghost elements surrounding a part of data, the result of the query will be a part of real data surrounded by a layer of ghost data. The data on real elements are always retrieved from real elements even if more than one processor wrote the data. Only one processor writes the value on any real element, but there might be several values on one ghost element.
B. Functionality for Structured Meshes
Another major part of the HIO library is the one for structured meshes and variables. In the library, writing a structured mesh and variables is very similar to writing single and multi-dimensional arrays. A structured mesh is made from possibly three one-dimensional arrays, x, y and z. Variables defined on a mesh may be represented through a one-, or two-, or three-dimensional array. There are three aspects in which the functionality for structured meshes is different from the one for arrays in the library. First, although each processor supplies possible three arrays for x-, y-and z-coordinates to write a structured mesh, only a small number of processors actually write their data. For example, to write a structured mesh configured among sixteen processors shown in Fig.4 , only seven processors call MPI functions to write the x-and ycoordinates.
Compared to the procedure for users to use onedimensional array to write coordinates, this functionality makes it easier for users to write a mesh since users can treat all the processors uniformly. Second, the library doesn't write any problem-size data for a structured mesh if the mesh is uniform in all dimensions. Third, a relationship between a structured mesh and any variable associated with the mesh is automatically built in the library for future query.
The variables associated with a structured mesh include those typically used in simulation. For example, vectors defined on nodes are typically used in numerical simulations of fluid dynamics, and vectors defined on a set of faces are often used in magneto-hydrodynamics. Variables in the HIO library may be scalars, vectors, and tensors. Each variable may be defined on zones (i, e. volumetric), or faces, or edges, or nodes, as indicated in Fig.5 . The information about variables, and their associations with meshes are stored as meta data. Therefore, there is almost no cost to write the information into the file. The HIO library writes minimum and complete information for a structured mesh and variables defined by users, which is different for an unstructured mesh. In the library, one mesh definition is used to cover all the situations for a variety of structured meshes used in applications. For example, a mesh may have ghost elements, the sizes of ghost elements on different processors do not have to be the same, and sizes of different dimensions may be different. Any dimension on any processor may be either uniform or non-uniform. The coordinates in the mesh may be either the centers of elements or grid points. The relative location of the part of a mesh on the current processor in the global structure of the mesh may be specified through either offsets or a configuration of processors in simulations.
Although the definition for structured meshes in the HIO library covers a broad range of possible meshes used in multi-physics applications, users deal with only their own definitions. All other mesh definitions are set to invalid through a function that initializes a mesh. For example, if there are no ghost elements involved in an application, users don't have to touch ghost elements at any time. If users always use coordinate arrays to indicate the grid points, users don't have to deal with any parameters for uniform meshes at any time. Fig.6 shows four images on four structured meshes on different resolutions. Any file generated through the HIO library supports more than one mesh, and each mesh may have a different set of variables.
C. Functionality for Unstructured Meshes
One of the important and powerful functionality in the HIO library is the management of unstructured meshes and their associated variables. The library supports a broad range of unstructured meshes, which include meshes with fixed shapes, arbitrary polygons, and arbitrary polyhedrons. The mesh elements with a fixed shape may be triangles, quadrangles, pentagons, tetrahedrons, pyramids, wedges, pentagon prisms, and points in particle simulations. A mesh element may be a zone, or face, or edge, i.e., a mesh may be a zone-mesh, face-mesh, edge-mesh, and points. An edgemesh may be one-, or two-, or three-dimensional, and a face-mesh may be either two-or three-dimensional. Mesh elements of a zone-mesh may be made directly from nodes, or the elements may be made from edges, or the elements may be made from faces and the faces are then made from either edges or nodes. The HIO library also supports ghost mesh elements, boundary faces, boundary edges, boundary nodes, slip faces, slip edges, slip nodes, etc. The variables associated with unstructured meshes may be node-variables, or edge-variables, or facevariables, or zone-variables, and variables may be scalars, or vectors, or tensors. To illustrate the meshes supported in the library, in Fig.7 we list some examples for mesh elements. They include (a) triangles, (b) quadrangles, (c) pentagons, (d) arbitrary polygons, (e) hexahedrons, (f) tetrahedrons, (g) wedges, (h) pyramids, (i) pentagonal prisms, and (j) arbitrary polyhedrons. Compared to other tools, we include both pentagons (pentagonal prisms) and arbitary polygons (arbitary polyhedrons) due to the request from users.
The mesh elements may be made from any lower level entities, such as faces, edges, and nodes. Fig.8 shows three possible ways to make up three-dimensional elements. We take whatever information users supply to the library, and and often the information is not complete to determine the unstructured element without implicit assumptions. For example, users may use only four nodes to define a tetrahedron assuming the first node is at the top. The HIO library writes only the four nodes for the element and the assumption. The library will not construct or write any edge or face information of the element. Although the HIO library covers a broad range of unstructured meshes, a user only has to set up his/her own mesh definition, and all other mesh definitions are hidden from the user. For example, for an unstructured zone-mesh made from nodes, only the list of nodes for each element is needed, if the elements are of a fixed shape, such as prisms. If mesh elements are arbitrary polyhedrons made from nodes, two arrays are needed, one for the numbers of nodes for elements, and the other for the list of nodes for each element. Like the capability for structured meshes, the association between a mesh and a set of variables is automatically built into the library.
D. Functionality for Adaptive Mesh Refinement
Mesh elements generated through AMR may be considered as a set of unstructured mesh elements, and therefore the elements may be written into and read from a file through the capability for unstructured meshes. But doing thus involves unnessary memory and memory coyies. The HIO library is able to handle AMR meshs naturally without additional memory requirement.
For element-based AMR structured meshes in the HIO library, we store the center, xc(element, [element] . The association between the variables and a mesh is automatically built and stored in the file. For block-or patch-based AMR structured meshes, each block or patch is considered as a standard structured mesh.
As the capability for structured meshes, the functionalities for both unstructured meshes and AMR meshes support the concept of ghost cells. Fig.9 shows the the partition of a mesh among two processors and real and ghost elements on each processor for two situations. Figure 9 . The left image is the partion of an AMR mesh on two processors, the middle one is for the real and ghost elements on each processor when only one layer of ghost elements is specified, and the right one is for the case when two layers of ghost elements are specified.
E. Metadata and Functionality for Writing/Reading Descriptions
There are two kinds of metadata, internal one and external one. Internal one includes the information implicitly implied when a user call a hio function. For example, the number of processors involved in IO, the dimensionality of an array, a mesh, the size of a mesh on each processor, the type of mesh, the name and total size of an object, the description of a variable, the association between a mesh and a set of variables defined on the mesh, the hierarchical structure of a file, one-or zero-based index in an unstructured mesh, etc. The metadata, for example, the number of elements of an unstructured mesh on each processor, are for all processors.
The second kind of metadata are what a user explicitly adds to describe any object, such as a file itself, or an array, or a mesh, or a variable, as long as the description is not of the problem-size, and each processor has the same description. This kind of metadata is added through hio_attr_write.
More importantly, writing all descriptions almost doesn't have any IO cost, since all the descriptions will be buffered together with all metadata and are written at the end of a file when the file is closed.
The number of the descriptions and each description can be automatically queried. As writing the description, reading any description does not involve any additional IO cost since all the descriptions together with all metadata are read into the memory when a file is opened.
F. Functionality for Small Data Sets
Writing small data sets into a file on a parallel environment will typically result in very poor IO performance. The HIO library provides an automatic buffering mechanism so that a large number of small data sets will automatically buffered together before they, together with their names and descriptions, are written into a file. Writing small data sets, users will get the same IO performance as they get for large data sets. But, users don't have to keep track of the locations of each individual small data set within the combined buffer and in a disk file.
To read a small data set, the HIO library actually only copies small data set from a buffer to the user's memory. If the buffer is not available yet, the library will automatically read the buffer first, and then copy the data. Therefore, the library doesn't involve reading from a disk with a small set of data.
Different kinds of variables can be buffered in a same buffer. To users, all the tedious operations necessary for writing and reading the small data sets are behind the scene. Writing small data sets is the same as writing big data sets, and even the names and arguments of the functions to be called are the same. The following segment of the code demonstrates the usage. Figure 10 . Three parts of an unstructured mesh with 1.6 billion elements. The top is read through an original processor rank, the middle one is read through a set of global element ids, and the bottom one is read through a space domain.
G. Functionality for Querying
A file written through the HIO library is self-described. All the information in the file may be queried by function calls of the library. For example, for a given file, users may find the number of arrays, meshes, and variables, the description of each array, mesh, and variable, and any association between meshes and variables. Through the querying function in the library, meshes and variables may be directly viewed through parallel graphics tools.
After a data object, such as array, mesh, and variable, is written into a file, users may read any part of the data object in terms of, for example, global ids, or a processor rank, or a space domain. Figure 10 illustrates the capability for reading three parts of an unstructured mesh with 1.6 billion elements. The top image is a part read through a processor rank, the middle one is a part identified through a set of global element ids, and the lower image is read based on a space domain.
H. Hierarchical Data Format
The HIO library supports the hierarchical data structure within each file, which is equivalent to the Unix file system, although it is not necessary for the functionalities of the library mentioned above. After a file is created, users may create any number of groups within the file. A group is a container in which other groups and data sets may be created and written. A file is also a group. A data set is an array, or a mesh, or a variable. A number of attributes may be attached to a group or data set. An attribute is any additional description users want to store into the file for a group or data set. Due to the hierarchical data structure and the attributes, users may build their own data format that is self-described.
All the data needed for the hierarchical data structure and attributes are stored at the end of each file, which is written to a file only when the file is closed. Therefore, the cost for the hierarchical structure and attributes is very minimal.
III. BASIC FUNCTIONS AND USAGE
One of the design principles of the HIO library was a small number of functions. The following is the list of main functions of the library.
• hio_open(filename, mode, fid) The first two functions are for opening and closing files. The function hio_init is to initialize any object before it is being used, and the object includes array, structured and unstructured mesh, AMR mesh, and variable defined on a mesh. The function hio_query is for querying, which include querying files, querying variables, querying relationship between variables and meshes, querying attributes, etc. The function hio_clean is to release the memory allocated in the call of the function hio_query. The function hio_get_size to determine the sizes of grid zones, faces, edges, and nodes for a given part of a mesh, for example, a spatial domain, a part associated with a specific processor, or a number of elements. The function hio_read is to read attributes and any data for a given part of a mesh, which include coordinate, mesh, variable, etc. The functions, hio_init_append and hio_finalize_append, together with hio_write are for generating large meshes with a small number of computer processors.
The following is an example to write an unstructured mesh with general polyhedrons. To specify the mesh, each computer processor has a number of elements, nzone. The set of elements have a number of faces and nodes, nface and nnode.
The arrays, num_faces_for_zone and facelist_for_zone, are to specify the elements, and the arrays, num_nodes_for_face and nodelist_for_face, are to define the faces. The arrays, x, y, and z, are the locations of these nnode nodes. All these arrays and sizes are local to the processor. Then code to write this unstructured mesh is as follows. After this mesh is written to a file, this mesh can be queried as described before.
To generate a large mesh, suppose the mesh can be generated part by part. The following segment of codes demonstrates the usage to write this mesh into a file. An example mesh with 1.6 billion of unstructured elements generated through 16 processors in this way is shown in Fig.11 . Figure 11 . An unstructured mesh with 1.6 billion elements written through the "append" capability in the HIO library.
A cell_based AMR structured mesh is defined through arrays for the centers of elements, x, y, z, and arrays for widths of the elements, dx, dy, and dz. The following segment of codes shows the usage to write a cell_based AMR mesh. An example mesh is shown in Fig.12 that contain four materials.
After a mesh is written into a file, a set of variables can be written into the file, and the relationship between the mesh and variables is automatically built. The following codes show the usage to write a scalar variable defined on elements, zone_density, and a vector defined on nodes, node_velocity_x and node_velcity_y. After a mesh and a set of variables are written into a file. Any part of the mesh and the variables associated with this part of the mesh may be easily read. The following segment of codes shows the usage to read a part of mesh defined through domain, and nvar variables, vars, associated with this domain. The other examples include patch-based AMR structured meshes shown in Fig.13 . The patches of the first and second levels of a patch-based AMR mesh in a three dimensional simulation are displayed in the figure. The rectangular with each color in Fig.13 is a patch. Figure 14 shows the mesh partition of a cell-based AMR structured mesh, where each rectangular with the same color contains the elements in one of 256 computer processors. The mesh is written and read through the HIO library. 
IV. IO PERFORMANCE
The HIO library is built directly on the top of MPI-IO, and files generated are machine-independent. Its functionality and performance have been tested on from a couple of dozen processors to the full machine, and its performance is around 97% of that of the MPI-IO.
The library depends on MPI I/O for its I/O performance, and it currently supports both collective and non-collective writes. The library doesn't explicitly move data between processors. The library itself doesn't directly interact with file systems. If it is necessary, the library have appropriate functions to set parameters of the file system through MPI calls. If the MPI is tuned to be of high performance in a machine, the HIO library will have high IO performance too.
To illustrate I/O performance, we used the Q, Lightning, and Lobo machines in the Los Alamos National Laboratory as examples. The Q machine has a HP proprietary parallel file system, and the Lightning and Lobo machines have global parallel file systems provided by Panasas. The MPI library, mpich, is used on the Q and Lighting machines for the tests, and OpenMPI is used on the Lobo machine. An unstructured mesh and its 50 associated variables are used in the example. The mesh is defined by three arrays for coordinates, and an array for the list of nodes for elements. We use 510 processors on the Lightning machine to write the mesh with total elements 1.6 billion and 50 associated variables. The resulting file size is about 405 Gbytes. As stated before, the file generated through the library is slightly larger than the file generated through MPI I/O. This is due to the meta data used in the HIO library. The HIO library gets 97% of writing performance of MPI I/O. On the Q machine, we use 256 processors, resulting file size is about 203 Gbytes, and the writing performance is also 97% of the one obtained through MPI I/O. For 1024 processors on the Lobo machine, for a data file of 813 Gbytes, the performance of the HIO library is 98% of the one of raw MPI-IO calls.
A few points about the test are worth being mentioned here. Firstly, for the pure MPI I/O test, all processors collectively write 53 large arrays, and the sizes of data on each processor are roughly equal. Secondly, the file generated through the HIO library is self-described, and may be queried and visualized, but the file generated through MPI I/O may not. Last, for the case with 510 processors, the total overhead of file size in the HIO file is 110 kbytes, or 0.00004%. Each processor contributes about 200 bytes of the 110 kbytes, and remaining 8000 bytes are the overhead for the description of the file structure.
For the best possible performance, we take three main steps. We first make sure that the data on each processor are contiguously written onto a disk file, and therefore there is no movement of data during writing. Second, the library collects all the data for descriptions of arrays, meshes, variables, relationship and associations, the hierarchical file structure, etc., and writes the collection only when a file is closed. Third, when reading a file, the library reads all the metadata together, which include the file structure, reads them only once when the file is open.
For reading, the ratio in performance between HIO and MPI-IO is, in general, above 97%. But if a user reads only one element of an unstructured mesh, it will take almost the same amount time as to read all the elements written by one processor. The HIO library actually calculates to determine the processor that wrote that element, reads all the elements on that processor, and copy the element onto the user's memory.
I. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
During the development of the library, resiliency had not been paid enough attention. The crashing of an application during an IO operation is still an open problem, but we have provided a function, hio_flush_file(fileid), to flush all the IO data to the file. Even if an application crashes after the call of hio_flush_file flush and before the file is closed, the file is still completely normal and readable through the library. A user may call hio_flush_file any time, but it is meaningful to call the function only after a significant amount of data has been written into the file. The flushing function is similar to hio_close_file, except for that a user may continue to write data to the file after calling hio_flush_file.
As stated before, the association between a mesh and variables is automatically built and stored in the file. But the HIO library doesn't automatically build and store the relationship between meshes, for example, parent mesh and child mesh. For the purpose, users may build and store the relationship themselves through the hierarchical file format. For example, users could create group called "parent" in which the parent mesh is written, and create a number of sub-groups. Each of child mesh is written into each subgroup.
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